TRAILER (vimeo.com/384160913)
SYNOPSES
Short Synopsis: A young black man in Brooklyn must prove his new white neighbors are
emissaries from the Satanic cult they both survived as children.
Mid-Length Synopsis: When Nathan was six, he was rescued from a Satanic ritual abuse cult
moments before the compound went up in flames. His mother died in the fire and, knowing
nothing of the outside world, Nathan’s grandmother, Loretta, raised him in her Brooklyn
brownstone. Years of therapy and difficulty adjusting have turned Nathan into a passionate
defender of children at the Brooklyn office of Child Protective Services. However, his abuse
experiences have also left him terrified of his own sex drive and suspicious of any new person in
his life. When his longtime neighbor disappears one night and a pair of oddly familiar
midwesterners move in, Nathan begins to see and hear things he can’t be sure are real. His old
therapist got him to see that his memories of the cult—child sacrifices in the woods, supernatural
creatures being summoned—were just his young mind’s way of processing the abuse he suffered.
But as his experiences grow more and more vivid, Nathan will be led to the truth of who he is and
what his role in the cult really was.

SYNOPSES
Long Synopsis: Nathan begins his day trying to get to the bottom of how seven-year-old Danny got
a black eye. Everyone at Child Protective Services knows Nathan has a gift for relating to children,
but they don’t know that this gift was borne of the ritualistic cult abuse Nathan suffered for the first
six years of his life. In a way, he never matured beyond that age. He was removed from the Temple
of the Jackal by the FBI moments before its members, including his mother, burned themselves
alive in an act of Satanic devotion. Alone and totally unfamiliar with normal society, Nathan’s
grandmother, Loretta, raises him in pre-gentrification Brooklyn and sends him to a therapist who
persuades him that his more extreme memories of the cult—child sacrifices, incest, supernatural
entities in the woods—are little more than juvenile fantasies. As an adult, Nathan still lives in
Loretta’s brownstone. His childhood has left him terrified of his own libido and, consequently, of
Jasmine, the beautiful woman upstairs he’s in love with. On a subconscious level, Nathan believes
people will only harm him, so he fears intimacy. One night, another longtime neighbor vanishes
without warning and Loretta has no choice but to rent the vacant room to Heather and Lucas
Beiler, naive midwesterners new to the big city and the first white couple ever to move into the
building. Late during their first night in the building, Lucas breaks into Nathan’s apartment,
wielding a knife at him and suggesting that they, “Clip the bud.” Heather bursts in to stop her
husband, leaving Nathan deeply unsettled. The next day Nathan learns that his new neighbor
sleepwalks and is assured Lucas meant him no harm. Uneasy, Nathan excuses himself from the
barbecue his grandmother has thrown to welcome the new neighbors and, driven by the suspicion
that he has met them before, he breaks into their apartment. That night, Nathan is stunned to wake
up in his bed with no memory of how he got there. He learns from Jasmine that there are hours of
missing time during which he returned to the barbecue and befriended the Beilers. His inability to
remember these events leads him to install a camera in their apartment in order to learn the truth
about who they are. But what he sees leads him to discover much more about his own nature, his
role in the Temple and who really has been searching for him all these years.

Director Statement: I remember seeing the news about the Heaven’s Gate cult on TV one morning as a kid
before my mother woke up. It scared me to think that all of these grown-ups had killed themselves because
they believed aliens would catch their souls after they’d left their bodies. Adults were supposed to be
rational. I didn’t understand why at the time, but I believe this alarmed me so much because I was in the
process of losing my father to an extremist religious group. He had always been a devout Catholic but,
incrementally, he fell in more and more with a sect of fundamentalist Christians who attempted to separate
me from the rest of my family. Specifically, they tried to convince me that my mother and sister were in
league with the devil for divorcing my father. I haven’t spoken to my dad in seventeen years and I don’t
know if he is, in fact, still alive. But I have thought a great deal about his mental state and developed a
certain kind of sympathy for him. Through writing and directing this film, I’ve come to understand how
isolated someone would have to feel in order to join a cult. I think my father felt profoundly alone.
Displaced itself emerged from a SeedandSpark.com contest called Communal Nightmares, which sought to
help horror features dealing with social justice topics find funding. I realized that gentrification was a great
theme because it would require us to cast lead actors of not one or two, but of four different racial
backgrounds. Plus I wanted to create opportunities for my diverse circle of friends. The title refers not only to
the displacement urban gentrification causes, but also to the sense of isolation our protagonist feels without
the cult he grew up in. He didn’t register his cult’s practices as abusive because they were all he ever knew.
Now, as a grown man, he struggles to reconcile how much that abuse felt like safety.
On a more personal and political note, I found the courage to ask for the help and money to make this film
by learning from politicians like Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez and Bernie Sanders. Their pleas for economic and
social justice caused me to question why I believed that I couldn’t be a filmmaker simply because I wasn’t
born a millionaire. When did I consent to not pursuing my goals because of my class? Well, it turns out I
never did and now, after two years of sometimes embarrassing levels of hustling, I’ve made the film I needed
to make. And I feel great! I hope that I can be that kind of influence to someone struggling within their own
circumstances one day.

Director Biography

Josh Atkinson grew up in south Florida, specifically a town called Davie. It was the kind of place
with a year-round rodeo and no one got out of there without knowing what alligators taste like.
(Chicken, if you’re wondering.) But, more to the point, no one got out of there. Josh took out
student loans to get to New York City and study acting and filmmaking. Much of the cast of
Displaced attended the Willam Esper Studio alongside him, furthering his desire to create a project
where they could all work together while saying something important. In Displaced he plays
Lucas, one half of the gentrifying white couple who may or may not have sacrificed a baby or two
in Satan’s name. Josh is currently working on two new scripts that he hopes to make with many of
the wonderful cast and crew he worked with on Displaced. Follow him @thejoshatkinson.

Producer Biography

Originally from Northern Virginia, Rica is a Meisner trained actor, a versatile singer, a black belt in
Tae Kwon Do, a circus artist and ukulele enthusiast. In high school she attended the
prestigious Duke Ellington School of the Arts in Washington DC to study voice performance with
Dr. Mary Jane Ayers and Samuel Bonds. Rica attended the University of Michigan for voice and has
a BA in film and video studies. After moving to New York, Rica began training for circus arts at
Body & Pole, Circus Warehouse and in the Contourture Chamber with Jonathan Nosan. Rica is the
2010 Polesque Pole Dance Champion and performs Sway Pole with Cirquetacular Productions.
She is a graduate of the William Esper Studio. As an actor, she has worked on many diverse
projects in film, TV (Crashing, HBO), video games and on the web. She is thrilled to embark upon
her producing career with Displaced!

CORE CAST

Philip Jayoni (Nathan) is an actor/writer from Chevy Chase, MD. After receiving a degree in
Communications from St. John's University, he decided to follow his passion full force, leading
him to study the Meisner technique at the acclaimed William Esper Studio in New York City. Philip
is the co-founder of Flatbed Entertainment, a content development/production company dedicated
to creating & telling compelling, socially charged and entertaining stories that haven’t yet been
seen on screen or stage. Instagram: @jayoni | @flatbed_ent

ShaQuanna Williams (Jasmine) is a multidisciplinary performance artist located in NYC. Since
graduating from the esteemed William Esper Studio conservatory program, ShaQuanna has been
consistently booking roles in the indie film and new media circuits. Currently, she can be seen
playing Simone in episode six of the Amazon Prime series Brooklyn Foreplay and Raven in the
YouTube short film series The Color of Good. ShaQuanna is thankful for her support team and for
Josh being such an awesome writer/producer to work with. Keep up with ShaQuanna's
endeavors @shayesunshine.

CORE CAST

Hope Harley (Loretta) began acting in 2007 after an almost 30 year career at Verizon. Since that
time she has performed on stages in New York, New Jersey and Florida, including the lead role of
Lena Younger in the Gallery Players production of A Raisin in the Sun. Hope has also been seen in
commercials for the US Postal Service, Medicare and Mutual of Omaha, among others, and in
numerous print ads. She has studied with Petronia Paley at I the Actor, Karen Kohlhaas at the
Atlantic Theater Company and is currently enrolled in an acting program at Luna Stage in West
Orange, NJ.

Mia Anderson (Camilla) is a graduate of Clark University. She has worked with
BostonTheaterWorks, Commonwealth Shakespeare, The Theater Offensive, Painted Bride Theater,
Dreamkeeper Theater and RadioDisney, among others. She has performed in numerous projects,
including the award winning films Production, If I Leap and Sleep. She is also a 2014 directing
fellow with New Perspectives Theater, a 2015 alum of the Lincoln Center Director’s Lab and a
member of the 2016 Barn Arts Hamilton writer residency.

CORE CAST

Katie Kuang (Vanessa) is a working model and actress born and raised in Washington, D.C. She
currently studies with renowned teacher and coach Anthony Abeson and has appeared in
numerous stage, film and television productions, including Billions on Showtime and the web
series Work Study. She has also been featured in print campaigns for major brands across the
country. Follow Katie @katiekuang.

Megan Fitzgerald (Heather) is a New York transplant by way of San Fransisco. She is thrilled to be
making her East Coast screen debut in Displaced among so many talented creators and one very
talented cat. Megan is a graduate of the William Esper Studio in NYC and UCLA’s school of
Theatre, Film & Television. You can find her performing all over the city and in various corners of
the web at www.megan-fitzgerald.com and @onlymegan815.

F.A.Q.s with Director Josh Atkinson
Q: Where did the idea for Displaced come from?
A: I had just written a feature I realized I wouldn’t be able to finance and felt pretty stuck. A week later, a
contest called Communal Nightmares showed up on my Facebook feed and they wanted social justice
oriented horror scripts. I love horror and realized that social issues could be great framing devices, so I
crafted a story around gentrification. Which was awesome because it also meant all my friends could have
parts in it.
Q: What filmmakers influenced your approach to directing Displaced?
A: Primarily Kieslowski. He explored the voyeurism and paranoia urban life can create, which Nathan has
clearly fallen victim to. Bergman and Haneke taught me a lot about depth of characterization and how to
manage a dark, tense tone. John Cassavetes and all the Dogme95 filmmakers also showed me how beautiful
rough edges can be. And I obviously owe a debt to Rosemary’s Baby.
Q: What has been your lowest point in this process?
A. Well, we shot this in the spring of 2019 but were originally scheduled to shoot in November of 2018.
Thirty-six hours before our first call time, my lead actor dropped out. I was very upset but the worst part was
having to tell my entire cast and crew that the film was canceled—with one day’s notice. It was an awful day
and I was in a bad place, but I’m so grateful it happened now. Five months later, we shot with a mostly new
group of deeply committed people and the film is so much better for it.
Q: What was the most exciting moment?
A. I really can’t pick one. This has been exhausting and sometimes frustrating but, collectively, it’s also been
the most exhilarating period of my life.
Q: Did you have any concerns dealing with a topic as sensitive as gentrification?
Of course. I like to think that I’m capable of a great deal of empathy, but I will never know what it means to
be a person of color being forced out of his or her home. I made a point to surround myself with not just a
diverse cast but with a crew full of people of color. If my white privilege was showing, I wanted to be told. I
also held myself to a new standard of fleshing out my central characters in order to avoid cliches and
stereotypes. I also believe it’s my responsibility as a white filmmaker to cast people of other backgrounds.
Q: What’s the secret to running a successful crowdfunding campaign?
A: Um…maybe skip it? Maybe just create a very professional digital packet and hit up your friends and
relatives about donating? They’re the same people who would be seeing your campaign. If you do decide to
crowdfund, just be prepared to make it a full-time job and to abandon all shame because people need to be
asked several times to donate their money. There were some people I wrote seven times in four weeks—and
that was just to follow the campaign, which was free to do!
Q: Why have you made the transition from actor to director?
A: That’s just the modern era, I think. I want to create work for myself and my friends, so I had to learn to
write, direct, produce and edit.
Q: What are you working on next?
A: I have two features I’m in the beginning stages of writing. The first is based around some parts of my own
family’s past and the other will be dealing with another social justice issue. I would tell you more, but then I
might not finish writing them. They are both horror-drama hybrids, though, like Displaced. Plus auditioning
and waiting tables!

MAIN CAST
Nathan: Philip Jayoni
Jasmine: ShaQuanna Williams
Loretta: Hope Harley
Camilla: Mia Anderson
Heather: Megan Fitzgerald
Lucas: Josh Atkinson
Vanessa: Katie Kuang
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